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SUP Love

into the playground.
Meanwhile, campers built
Jennie Ling ‘16
rockets out of plastic
SUP Programming Officer bottles in South Boston,
An afternoon at
and all of the Chinatown
the playground quickly
Adventure campers went
turned into a science lesson on a camp-wide trip to
for Trayvoni and Eddy at Wood’s Hole Marine
Franklin IO. Instead of
Biology facilities. All it
complaining that the slide took for these incredible
was covered in sand, they lessons and field trips
decided to push rocks
to happen was a passion
down to see how far they among the director
could travel. They tried
team to bring STEM
tossing rocks with different curriculum into their
amounts of force and
camps, which speaks to
played with the amount of the power that SUP has to
sand on the slide. Trayvoni inspire all the youth we
quickly noticed that the
serve.
sand was preventing the
In addition to
rocks from moving down their passion for STEM,
the slide and excitedly
the director’s overall
explained the phenomenon excitement and passion
to his new friend: “I just
for their camps set the
love science so much!”
tone for the 120 Senior
Because of SUP,
Counselors and 90
Trayvoni’s excitement and Junior Counselors, who
long-growing interest in
were dedicated to the
science was taken outside academic, social, and
of the classroom and
emotional growth of

SUP 2015 is…

over 800 youth in Boston
and Cambridge. With the
support of professional
staff, our college and high
school students took on
this ambitious challenge by
teaching, mentoring, and
building relationships with
each and every one of the
campers. From a campwide musical at CYEP to
a classroom challenge to
read 10,000 pages, there
was intentionality in every
lesson, initiative, and
interaction.
This commitment
to running quality
SUP camps extended
beyond the summers as
an undergraduate. This
summer, we piloted
the alumni observation
program, where former
SUP directors and senior
counselors in the Boston
area observed all counselors
in their classrooms and
provided feedback and
coaching. Their prior SUP
experience and current
experience as teachers

helped Senior Counselors
improve the quality
of their lessons and
classrooms within the
first two weeks of camp.
The desire to
constantly improve SUP
is driven by the deep
relationships formed
over the course of one
or many summers. This
“SUP Love” is the reason
people come back, it
explains why campers
look up to Junior and
Senior Counselors,
and describes the force
that inspires everyone
involved. I hope this
publication shows you
how SUP continues to
transform lives, and most
importantly how SUP
loves. Thank you for your
support and thank you for
being a part of the SUP
family.
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What Does it Take?
Maria Dominguez-Gray
Class of ‘55 Executive Director

In June, Boston’s Mayor
Walsh and the new Boston Public
School Superintendent, Dr. Tommy
Chang, held a press conference
showcasing the importance of
summer learning initiatives
like Summer Urban Program in
reducing the opportunity gap for
low-income children. “When
we create opportunities for our
young people,” Mayor Walsh
said, “we set them on a pathway
to a successful future, and build a
stronger city.” The Mayor went on
to issue a challenge to do more-- a
mandate which has been echoed by
Cambridge leadership and across
the country.
But what does it take to do
more-- to truly make a difference
in children’s lives each summer?
In 2015, 798 children learned,
played, developed relationships,
and discovered new worlds
through PBHA’s 12 camps. Yet,
while the number of children
reached is an important measure
of success, we know that it is
how we expand opportunities for
our campers which truly impacts
their development. What it takes
is an approach to programming
that truly values each person and
a supportive environment which
allows the whole child to thrive.
The Summer Urban
Programs foster meaningful
relationships and embody a
strong sense of community and
belonging for every youth. One
Junior Counselor reflected in the
post-evaluation, “I loved the strong
community that we created with
families and staff. The kids
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learned to love each other like a
family and feel safe.” The theme
of family, is repeated throughout
the survey comments and grounded
in the camps’ intentional efforts
to foster community among
staff and families while valuing
individuals’ backgrounds. At the
Native American Youth Enrichment
Program final show, the oldest class
created a sculpture of the different
clans (age groups). As they spoke
about the rabbits, bears, buffalo
and coyote clans, they reflected on
the importance of their community
and working together, their own
development and responisbility for
younger youth. Keylatch campers
from Boston’s South End had the
opportunity to get to know children
from Chinatown Adventure
through a pen pal program. These
communities are adjacent, yet
experience a cultural divide, and as
children built relationships through
letters and in person, they took the
lead in coming together.
At SUP, we believe that
bridging the opportunity gap
also takes creative, relevant,
hands-on learning. Camps strive
to engage children in activities
of creative expression that help
them realize their stories matter.
This summer, Cambridge Youth
Enrichment Program’s campers
co-wrote a musical based on their
collective camp experiences that
they produced for their families
and broadcast on Cambridge
Community Television fpr the
greater community audience. The
oldest English Language Learners
in the Boston Refugee Youth
Enrichment program read I am
Malala and wrote essays about their

own stories and acts of courage.
Most importantly, perhaps.
we know it takes a commitment to
believing in each young person’s
future and developing a belief in
themselves and their purpose. In a
discussion about barriers to college
in a classroom of high school
immigrants from the Refugee Youth
Enrichment program, a young
man expressed his frustration
with the lack of in-state tuition for
undocumented immigrants that
makes any possibility of higher
education an impossible goal in
his mind. In a future class, the
counselor brought in community
organizations and resources for
the young people to make the
goal of college more achievable.
Later, two PBHA counselors who
immigrated to this country were
invited by Michelle Obama, along
with other first generation college
students from across the country,
to the White House to discuss the
challenges they will face in college
and to ask for their leadership in
helping their peers succeed.
What it takes is not easy,
in fact it’s incredibly challenging
at times, yet each year these
individual moments of community,
creative learning and belief in self
bring us a little closer to achieving
the opportunities our children
deserve. Thank you for your part in
doing what it takes.

Celebrating Culture

Diana Acosta ‘15
Keylatch Director

“We are KEYLATCH, the
mighty mighty Keylatch!” This
was the end of the Keylatch chant
that could be heard around the
Villa Victoria on the day of the
Betances Parade. The parade is
the opening to a three-day annual
Betances Festival weekend that
includes a variety of performances,
food, and activities. The festival
is a celebration of Latina culture
and Puerto Rican cultural pride
organized by one of Keylatch’s
community partners, IBA or
Inquilinos Boricuas en Accion.
Betances is named after Ramon
Emeterio Betances, a Puerto Rican
revolutionary known for his efforts
in Puerto Rico’s independence
movement of the 19th century,
for his activism in the abolition of
slavery, and his contributions to
medicine.
Like most summers, the
Betances Plaza (where Keylatch
families and staff gather every

morning for sign-in) became
the starting point of the parade.
The Keylatch campers and staff
were excited to be wearing their
sapphire blue camp shirts and were
ready to carry the banner that each
group had helped make throughout
the week. The idea was to offer
each camper a space to contribute
to the banner, so campers were
able to add their handprints and
name in colorful paint. As soon
as we started the parade, the kids
were ready to go chanting our
morning line-up song: ‘Everywhere
we gooo, people wanna know,
who we are so we tell them, we
are Keylatch the mighty mighty
Keylatch.’ Festival attendees,
families, and Keylatch alumni
cheered the kids on throughout the
parade as campers enthusiastically
danced to the music around us or
chanted the Keylatch song.
It became a space for
campers to not only demonstrate
their Keylatch pride but also to
share with others their community

pride. Part of Keylatch’s mission
includes to “deepen cultural and
community pride,” which was a
highlight throughout our summer
projects, making Betances a unique
opportunity to show our camp
focus and the campers’ hard work.
The parade is significant in that
it was a time to recognize that
personal narratives and all families’
stories matter and that we can be
festive and loud about it. As one
camper from Oldest Girls shared
with us ‘I am Betances and even
if the South End is changing, my
Puerto Rican roots live on.”

Spotlight On Three Years with Google
PBHA has entered its third
year partnering with Google. Before
the summer begins ‘Googlers’ come
to PBH, as part of Google Serves
week, to help students and staff stuff
binders for counselors, fill first aid
kits, organize books, and ensure
camping supplies are complete and
ready to use. Middle school students
from selected SUP camps received a
great opportunity to visit the Google
Cambridge campus.
While at Google, students
learned about career opportunities and
new technological advances being
worked on. When taking the tour they

were given hand-on activities with
regard to coding and learned new
ways of thinking about the world and
technology.
One of the major goals of
this partnership with Google was
to bridge the achievement gap of
Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics (STEM) for
children of color and girls. The
Google visits gave each of the
campers, the female campers in
particular, the opportunity to see that
they are capable of obtaining jobs
pathwayed by an interest in STEM.
They got the chance to

Keylatch at the Betances Festival

ask the ‘Googlers’ questions
regarding their career path, what
they like about Google, and how
they ultimately ended up there.
Campers walked away from the
visit, not only with sunglasses,
but with ner ways of thinking
about their careers before they
reached high school.
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Thank you to our 2015 PBHA Summer Urban Program donors!*
Top Billing ($5,000 & up)
Aldrich Family Foundation
Annoymous
Associated Grant Makers
(AGM) Summer Fund
Stephen J. Blyth, Ph.D
Boston Center for Youth &
Families**
Boston Public Schools**
Cambridge Public Schools**
Chinatown Trust Fund
City of Boston
City of Cambridge
Department of Youth
Employment & Engagement
Federal Work-Study
Program
Flagship Press
Frances R. Dewing
Foundation
Genzyme Foundation
Dr. William Chandler
Graustein
Harvard College Marathon
Challenge
Harvard COOP
Harvard Housing Office**
Harvard Institute of Politics
Harvard Office of Career
Services
Harvard President’s Public
Service Fund
Harvard Public Affairs &
Communications
Harvard Public Service 		
Awards
John Hancock - MLK
Summer Scholars
Steven M. Laufer
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Christine Letts
Lincoln & Therese Filene Foundation
Massachusetts Attorney General’s
Office (AGO) Summer Youth Jobs
Massachusetts Bay Transit
Authority (MBTA)**
Massachusetts Department
of Primary & Secondary
Education (ASOST-Q)
Massachusetts Department
of Public Health**
MassHousing
Mayor’s Summer Youth
Charitable Foundation)
Employment Fund 		
Harvard University Employees
(MSYEP)**
Credit Union (HUECU)
Memorial Church of
Silchen Ng Lee
Harvard University, The
Marion L. Decrow Foundation
Christopher Morss
Mission Hill/Fenway
New Boston Builders LLC
Neighborhood Trust
Raymond P. Lavietes
Society for Propagating the
Foundation
Gospel Among the Indians
Robert Treat Paine
& Others in North America
Association
United Residents In
The Hon. & Mrs. George R.
Academy Homes II
Sprague (Charisma Fund (URIAH)
Lucy R. Sprague Memorial)
West Roxbury Friends of Rosies
Summer Food Service
Place
Program (SFSP)**
Hok Koon Yeung
Teresa Wallace
Wellesley College **
Philanthropists ($1,000Wentworth Institute of
$1,499)
Technology**
A.M. Foundation, The
Dr. Nancy Sarah Goroff Whitney Anderson & Kreiger, LLP
George V. Buehler (Buehler
Visionaries ($1,500-$4,999)
Realty Trust)
Agnes M. Lindsay Trust
Cambridge Saving Bank
Albert O. Wilson
CandyWarehouse.com, in
Foundation, Inc.
honor of Priscilla Yu
Anne E. Borghesani
Christine Chi-Yan Chen
Community Foundation,
Dr. Martin Cohn
Inc.
CSL Foundation
Biogen
Sue Lonoff De Cuevas
Mr. & Mrs. Walter William Birge III Draper Laboratory
Naisha Bradley
DTZ, Inc.
Cambridge Community 		
Facilities Maintenance
Foundation
Operations
Cambridge Trust Company
Seth & Pam Farber, in honor of
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Edward
Michael Farber
Fienning, in memory of Henry C.Dr. Gail Margaret Gerhart
Fienning
Mr & Mrs. Garth Greimann
Francis H Duehay, Ed.D
Rebecca Hahn, M.D.
L. Gardiner
Harvard University Retirees
Dr. Stephen Hunter
Association (HURA)
Gehlbach (New Hampshire
Vincent Trien-Vinh Ho, M.D.

Adrienne Jackson
Susan J. Koo, in honor of
Priscilla Yu
Tom Lehrer
Daniel J. Leist
Lend A Hand Society
Naja Lockwood
Daniel Mangold, M.D.
Daniel Meltzer & Ellen 		
Semonoff
Newsboys Reading Room
Association
Leslie Jackson Parrette, Jr.
The Hon. & Mrs. Deval
Laurdine Patrick
Russell Pearce & Michele
Hirshman
Professional Ambulance &
Oxygen Service
David Rockefeller
John Dwan Schubert
Silicon Valley Community
Foundation
The Hon. David Hackett 		
Souter
William A. Thompson, in
honor of Meghan Kelley
The Rev. Canon Richard Scott
Van Horn
Williams Renovations
Advocates ($500-$999)
Jeanne Abboud
Diane Aiguier, in honor of
Javion Rookard
AVFX
Jeffrey Ballou & Lana Lee
James E. Barrett Jr., M.D.
Robert S. Blacklow, M.D.
David & Katherine Bradley, in
honor of William Morris IV
Morgan Bradylyons & Jon

Kiburz
Bob & Carol Cashion, in
honor of Nick Cashion
Julie North Chelminski
East Boston Saving Bank
David Lewis Engel
Lisa Gillespie Jenkins, in
honor of Andrea Jenkins
Kenneth MacLean Glazier
Glouseter Builders, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Avram Jacob 		
Goldberg (The Goldberg
Family Foundation)
Harvard Univeristy Police
Department
Susie Hernishin, in honor of
Nick Cashion
Kate Hosford
Bob Hurlburt
Paul Jenkins
Kate Johnsen
Kaitlyn Keaney Scholarship
Fund
P. Lee
Gerald M. McCue (Survivor’s
Trust)
Nelia Joan Peña
Professor Huyen Thi Pham, in
honor of Bushra Guenoun
Joyce Ripianzi
Rod’s Best Pest Control
Services, Inc.
Charles Rose
Thomas Hiroshi Sakoda, M.D.
The Hon. Maria Aurelia Salas
Mendoza
Robert Whitten Simpson, Jr.
Samuel U. Takvorian, M.D.
Pauline Tsai
Ellen Kathleen Williams, M.D.
Andrew A. Zucker, Ed.D.
Partners ($250-$499)
Claudia Marilyn Alleyne, M.D.
Jeremy Angell, in honor of
Henry Santana
Anonymous, in honor of AJ
Protin
Anonymous, in honor of
William Morris IV
Henry Faxon Bannister, Jr.
William Barnet III
Diana W. Bartenstein
Ronald C. Barush

Fiona Torres Benenson, in
honor of the MHSP junior
counselors
Sara M. Bishop
Jose Bobadilla, in honor of
Xavier Rivera
Boston Police Activities League
Michelle Boudreau
Jeremiah J. Bresnahan
Mimi Butler
John Y. Campbell
Albert Chouinard
Patricia Elizabeth Cleary Miller,
Ph.D.
Michael & Janice Coggin
Susan C. Collings
Gene A. Corbin
Peter Geoffrey Crane, in honor
of Tenzin Chokki
K. Gordon Cross
James S. Dalsimer, M.D.
Grant Damon
Eric D. Dawson & Tammy Tai
DCF Kids Fund
Diego’s Painting
Antonetta Anna DiGiustini, in
memory of Elisa Carolina
DiGuistini, Priscilla Blackett
Dewey Houghton & The
Honorable Amory Houghton,
Jr.
Francheska Dominique
Charles Frederick Fanning
Rev. John Huston Finley IV
Patricia Fitzsimmons
George Charles Fletcher
Ford Foundation
George T. Wilkinson, Inc.Robert
E. Giannino
Dr. Gordon Louise Goodman
Mr. & Mrs. Elisha Gray III
Samuel Greenberg
Robert Harben, in honor of
William Morris IV
Donna Harris, in honor of
Sydney Jenkins
William J. Hayes, Jr.
Howard Hiatt, M.D.
Home for Little Wanderers, The
Tamara Horne & Chris
McAndrews
Deneta Ami Howland Sells,
M.D.
Joseph Kindall Hurd Jr., M.D.

Ironworkers Local #7 Industrial
Fund
Robert Julien
Jote Kassa, in honor of Naomi
Smith
Steven & Priscilla Kersten (Square
One Foundation)
Stella Kim, in honor of Chelsea
Kim
Kaitlin Koga
Chinwe S. Kpaduwa, M.D.
Mrs. Nobuko O. Kuhn, in honor of
Veterns of MA & across America
Michael Alterman Lampson
Ellen & Rich Lawrence, in honor of
Courtney Lawrence
Stephen James Leahy
Bob & Mariette Lemieux, in honor
of Paul Smith
Stig Leschly, in honor of Rebecca
Pierre
Douglas M. Levin
Susan Lieu, in honor of AJ Protin
Melissa Y. Luna
Christopher Louis Mann
Kristen Manos & David Shryock
Bob & Siri Swenson Marshall
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Marson
Torey Martin
Chris Mattsoon, in honor of Nick
Cashion
Scott McCue, in honor of AJ Protin
Dan Medina, in honor of Jose
Magana
Doug Melton
Caitlin W. Monahan
Alvin Morton
Michael Mosca
Robin Mount & mark Szpak
Jim Moyer, in honor of Priscilla Yu
Pathma Nelson
Varuni Nelson
Richard W. Norcross
Thomas Noto
Gail O’Keefe, in honor of Jose
Magana
Anthony Pacillo
Taryn Perry, in honor of Javion
Rookard
Diane Marie Petrella
Peter Rogers
Theodore Rapp Samuels II
Oyoshy Santos, in honor of Tati B.
Daniel Reid Schechter

Douglas Morton Schmidt
Lee H. Smith
Andrew Stuntz
John Augustine Sullivan
Lovita T. Tandy
Ivelisse Topete, in honor of
Jose Magana
Tufts- New England Medical
Center
U Save car & Truck Rental
Gary & Melodie Vitale
Bernice Weissbourd, in honor
of Sophie Weissbourd
Bob Weissbourd, in honor of
Sophie Weissbourd
Peter Fahey Weller, M.D.
Louise Marie Wills, Ph.D., in
honor of AJ Protin & Jing Qiu
Robert Wolff, Jr.
Shirley Woodward, in honor of
Edward S. Fleming
Olle Jane Zagraniski Sahler,
M.D.

* Gifts of $250 or more to
SUP received as of 10/1/13
**In-Kind gifts
Please let us know if your
name was inadvertently
omitted.
The Arthur Liman Press at
Phillips Brooks
House is an
endowed fund
established by
the efforts of the
Liman family in
honor of Arthur
C. Liman ‘54 to
support publications that
honor public service and
his memory.

Design & Editing
Shaquanda Brown
Mary Cate Curley
Louise Wills
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‘We Are BR-IO’

Bushra Guenoun ‘17
BRYE Director
We will make this collaboration better. We will make this the
best collaboration for our campers.
This summer, directors from the
Boston Refugee Youth Enrichment
(BRYE) and Franklin IO Summer
Program (FIO) decided that their
main goal for collaboration was
for their campers to get to know
each other and understand the
other camp and its campers. Youth
finding the similarities between
them would create more unity of
their two camps combining. The
answer to this goal was simple;
pair campers together so they can
know one another.
Young campers from FIO
were paired with older campers
from BRYE while older campers
from FIO were paired with younger campers from BRYE; a mentormentee friendship was formed.
Campers met and took part in fun
activities that promoted allyship
and team-building. The paired
campers became pen pals exchanging letter via directors every
week to one another until the anticipated field day that was being
created by the older campers. The
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“The BRYE collab was an example of what I envisioned my campers experiencing this summer,”
said a FIO senior counselor. “We
paired up BRYE and FIO campers and had them perform a series
of problem-solving games (e.g.
egg drop) which allowed them
to work with other campers and
helped them to build new friendships while having fun at the same
time. After the collab, my campoldest kids were placed with the task ers would frequently ask when
of making the BRYE-FIO field day.
they could see their BRYE friends
Prior to the creation oldest campers
again and often would walk over
were given a brief overview of how
to the other side of the cafeteria
collaboration was going to work and to say hi to their buddies. Adthe youth had a chance to take part
ditionally, it gave me a chance to
in group and team-building games
work with a BRYE SC and to get
together. Campers were divided by
to know some of the BRYE campmaterials such as: buckets, balloons, ers (many still say hi to me in the
and rope; they were given the task of hallway) which was awesome!”
coming up with a game that was cen- 		After finishing the
tered around the materials that they
team building stations, the day
were given. They were given a strict was not over yet the last station
instruction that the stations had to be; was a reflective station. There
fun, inclusive, safe, and have a take
was vast plain white banner, the
away.
campers were tasked with putting
their handprints on the banner and
The grand day finally came;
writing a short message. The bancampers walked onto a huge field to ner was hung at the BRYE site
find 12 different camper led stations so every day the campers were
along with a bouncy house, snow
reminded of the fun day they had
cone machine, cotton candy, and DJ with their new FIO friends.
booth. Junior staff were in charge
of leading the stations that were
not student led. Senior staff were in
charge of five BRYE campers and
five FIO campers. At each station
campers were given a challenge in
which they had to overcome together.
Proceeding through these stations it
became clear to the campers that the
reason that they collaborated with
one another was because they had to
overcome the tension between their
camps so they could be friends.

Fighting for a Common Goal
Shaquanda Brown ‘15
RYI Director

“Inner city children have a
harder time” is a common phrase used
around many cities when discussing
the few opportunities that children
have in the inner city. Healthy food
options are scarce in a place with
many people. Corner stores which
The RYI community came out
offer items like; chips, sweets, and site and talked with directors,
of this experience with a
colored water and sugar are places
counselors, and campers about
renewed dedication to youth
that most children frequent on a day the issues they see in their
leadership and service.
to day basis. Along with food, many neighborhood and what they
youth of color struggle with their
believe can be done to ensure that
identity and how they can possibly be these issues begin to get fixed.
an influential part of their community. The topics discussed included;
Roxbury Youth Initiative
hours of the school day, abundant
(RYI) took a look at the items that
numbers of corner stores, and
plagued youth of color in the inner- violence.
city and built a project. Live Healthy,
Campers were given the
Be Healthy was a new initiative
opportunity to ask Ms. Pressley
started by RYI last summer and
planned questions about how she
was expanded this summer. In its
came to be a congresswoman,
mission RYI prides itself of being
how she plans on helping the
a place where students have the
community, and her favorites
chance to be themselves and grow
activities to do. At the end of her
into the best person that they can be. visit, Ms. Pressley took a special
Through activities that took a look
few minutes to tell campers that
“As a Harvard freshman, I found
at identity, advocacy, and healthy
they can be and do anything that
living, campers at RYI were starting they put their mind to. They should PBHA an oasis of friendship and useful
activity outside of classes. Without it, I
to see the change that they can in
never give up on what they want
would have drifted unhappily through
their lives and the lives of others in to do and to never take no for an
their communities. Having this new answer when someone tries to stop my freshman year. Instead I gained
confidence and maturity.”
initiative, it was a great pleasure to their progression.
PBHA
would like to honor the late
have Ayanna Pressley, the first black
RYI was amazed and
Ellsworth Grant ‘39, who in 2004 very
congresswoman, come to visit the
grateful for the ideas that Ms.
generously created
campers at RYI. Ms. Pressley wants Pressley expressed to their
an endowment to
to ensure that youth of color and
campers. Her presence alone, as
cover
the salary of an
their communities have the resources the first black congresswoman,
unfunded first-year
needed to achieve great things.
gave campers and staff members
During her visit to RYI, Ms. another push in realizing they can student working for
SUP.
Pressley took a tour of the camp
do anything they put their mind to.

Thank you,
Ellsworth S. Grant
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Beating the Odds
This summer PBHA
was one of the 70 non-profits
in the country chosen to
nominate youth to participate
in the 2015 Beating the Odds
Summit; as part of First
Lady Michelle Obama’s
Reach Higher Initiative. This
initiative is a way to inspire
all students in America to
surpass high school and
‘reach higher’ for their future.
Over 130 college-bound
students, who overcame
obstacles and still continued
on to finish high school, were
honored by the First Lady.

PBHA sent two first
generation college-bound
youth, Henry Santana
and Wen Ping Gao, to the
summit for their long time
engagement in PBHA.
Henry attended
the Mission Hill Summer
Program as a camper and
counselor, and attributes
his success to his time
at Mission Hill; he has
entered his freshman year
at Lasell College. Wen
Ping has spent three years
at Chinatown Adventure
Summer Camp and the
after-school program. Her
determination to continue
on her educational path
is due to her interest in

studying the things that
she enjoys most so she
can make the most of her
college experience. Wen
Ping has entered her
first year at Macalester
College.
PBHA wishes them the
best of luck in college
and beyond!
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